1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Genetic information flows from DNA to RNA, and then express as proteins. However, nucleic acid has other tricks to expand its information-encoding capacity. Beyond the genetic code, there is another hidden layer of complexity, usually mediated by chemical modifications [@b0005]. These so-called epigenetic markers play a pivotal role in numerous biological processes by tuning gene expression network [@b0010]. Instead of altering the genetic code, DNA and RNA modifications regulate gene expression via 'reader' proteins and relevant effectors ('writer' and 'eraser' proteins) [@b0015]. To date, dozens of distinct DNA modifications and even more RNA modifications have been characterized (the main types are illustrated in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}) [@b0020], [@b0025]. These modifications are installed or removed by writer or eraser proteins, and serve as functional markers specifically recognized by reader proteins [@b0030]. Recent studies revealed variety of DNA and RNA modifications actively participate in diverse biological processes, including embryonic development, organ differentiation, or even human diseases if dysregulated [@b0035]. Along with the detailed characterizing of relevant effector proteins such as writer or eraser, researchers attempt to establish or eliminate modifications at desired loci through novel molecular tools, and study the biological function and related regulatory mechanisms of these modifications [@b0040].Fig. 1Diverse modifications on nucleic acids and their possible functions. Panel A, DNA modifications. Panel B, RNA modifications. Leaves of different colors represent different types of modifications on DNA or RNA bases.

For years, the studying of nucleotide modification had been impeded by several reasons. Given the relatively low abundance, most modifications are difficult to detect and study. For instance, as the most abundant DNA modification in mammals, 5mC accounts for \~1% of the total DNA bases [@b0045], while m6A, the most abundant modification on mRNA, accounts for 0.1--0.4% in all adenosine bases [@b0050]. The proportion of other types of modifications are even lower [@b0025]. Moreover, these minority bases are highly dynamic and sometimes reversable, varying from different physiological conditions or developmental stages [@b0055]. As the first step to study these elusive gadgets, researchers dedicated to develop innovating methods to detect and locate the precise loci across the genome [@b0060]. However, each type of modification has its unique properties, preventing the invent of a universal method. With the fast development of advanced technologies such as high-throughput sequencing, the positions of each type of modification had been mapped to genome or transcriptome one by one [@b0065]. Meanwhile, another group of researchers began to look for novel tools which can alter the modification status of desired location, although the effectors for each modification vary and lack detailed characterization [@b0070], [@b0075]. To better understand the diversity and complexity of nucleic acid modifications, we summarize the current knowledge of representative type of modifications on nucleic acid and relevant technologies, highlighting the importance of mapping and editing tools for this research field.

2. Nucleotide modifications and effector proteins {#s0010}
=================================================

2.1. DNA modifications {#s0015}
----------------------

DNA modification mediated biological processes had been extensively studied over the past decades [@b0080]. As indicated in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, each of the four bases may have corresponding modifications, among which 5-methylcytosine (5mC) is best characterized as the most abundant one in mammals. As an epigenetic mark, 5mC tightly associates with other chromatin elements, exerting widespread effects on gene expression during multiple developmental and physiological processes, or even human diseases [@b0085]. The enzymes responsible for 5mC deposition and removal have been well defined in mammals, including DNMT1/3A/3B proteins as methyltransferases, and TET1/2/3 as demethylases [@b0085]. These effectors so-called "writer" and "eraser" provide effective tools to manipulate the modification status of DNA, and result in potential targets for therapeutic purpose. Other modifications such as 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC), 5-formyl cytosine (5fC) and 5-carboxyl cytosine (5caC), though much less abundant, have also been considered as functional regulators but need further investigation [@b0090].

Another kind of DNA modification, N6-methyladenine (6mA), had been originally known as the most prevalent DNA modification in bacteria [@b0095], [@b0100]. It was also found recently in certain kinds of eukaryotes with much less abundance [@b0105]. Besides 6mA, N4-methylcytosine (4mC) is exclusively present in bacteria [@b0110]. Most DNA methyltransferases in bacteria belong to the restriction-modification (RM) systems which defense invading nucleic acid such as virus [@b0115], while certain 'solitary' DNA methyltransferases are probably derived from ancestral RM systems but lose their restriction enzyme partner. An example of solitary DNA methyltransferase is the Dam enzyme, which methylates adenosine to 6mA on the 5′-GATC-3′ motif and can be recognized as the writer protein in bacteria [@b0120]. Besides Dam, there is a large class of DNA methyltransferases working on specific sequence motifs, whereas demethylase is supposed not to exist in bacteria [@b0110].

2.2. RNA modifications {#s0020}
----------------------

Though it has been determined decades earlier that RNA especially noncoding RNAs need various chemical modifications to be fully functional, modifications on mRNA are spotlighted only recently and discovered to be involved in key processes of RNA metabolism [@b0015]. Among the \~150 types of RNA modifications, m6A is of the most abundant one on mRNA with important roles in the regulation of gene expression, thus affecting multiple biological processes such as embryonic development, neuronal regulation and oncogenesis [@b0035], [@b0125]. The proportion of m6A is estimated to be 0.1%--0.4% of total adenosine residues in cellular mRNA, accounting for 2--3 sites per transcript [@b0050]. Although the presence of m6A in eukaryotes has been discovered for years, determining the locations in mRNA was delayed due to the absence of accurate mapping methods until recently [@b0050], [@b0130], [@b0135]. With the development of m6A-specific antibody, researchers started to interrogate the distribution and relative effector proteins in the genome-wide view [@b0140]. To date, the key participants involved in m6A pathway have been well-characterized in mammals, including METTL3/14 and supporting proteins as the "writer" to deposit methyl group at desired positions, FTO/ALKBH5 as the "eraser" to remove modification, and YTH family proteins and associated proteins as the "reader" to decode modification [@b0015]. However, in bacteria, mRNA seems not to contain modification though sporadic studies reported trace level in certain strains [@b0145]. Stimulated by the progress of m6A studies, other modifications also began to catch much attention and research interests. For example, m6Am, a companion modification to m6A, was reported to destabilize mRNA and controlled by the writer protein PCIF1 and eraser protein FTO [@b0150].

3. Methods to map nucleotide modifications {#s0025}
==========================================

Resolving the genomic localization of nucleotide modifications is essential to study their functions. Owing to the different chemical properties of modified bases, the methods used to map each type of modification diverged significantly [@b0155]. Take m6A for example, it is not distinguishable from regular A base by base-pairing strategy. Thus, new methods are proliferating in recent years to map variety of modifications across the genome or transcriptome. We generally attribute these methods to 3 classes and will highlight 5mC in DNA and m6A in RNA as exemplified objectives ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 2Schematic diagram of mapping methods for nucleic acid modifications. Various methods could be roughly divided into three types according to different mechanisms: antibody enrichment [@b0140], chemical reaction [@b0180], [@b0185], [@b0250] and enzyme recognition [@b0215], [@b0220]. The modification signal can be captured by preprocessing using one or combined strategies then resolved by sequencing.

Strategy 1: antibody enrichment. Well-characterized antibody usually has high specificity and affinity to bind DNA or RNA fragments with specific modification, thus will be suitable for the following pull-down experiment. After immunoprecipitation, the enriched fragments are supposed to have much more modifications than the background sequences (input). By high-throughput sequencing and bioinformatic comparing of fragments from the enriched portion versus the background portion, the modification sites can be estimated to locate in the "peak" region, where the enriched sequence reads are significantly more than the background sequence reads. These enrichment-based methods have been widely used for the initial profiling of various modification, including 5mC in DNA (MeDIP-seq) [@b0160] and m6A in RNA (MeRIP-seq) [@b0165]. However, these methods are limited by the low resolution that can only locate the modification to a range of \~100 nt length, but not the exact site. More complicated, sometimes it is the stoichiometry but not the existence determines the function [@b0050], [@b0135], however, the IP-based methods are powerless to detect the modification intensity in different conditions. To solve these problems, researchers further optimized the IP-based detection methods, trying to achieve better precision. For example, PA‐m6A‐seq increases the resolution of m6A signature from \~100 nt to \~30 nt by introducing exonuclease trimming [@b0170]; the miCLIP and m6ACE-seq exploit photo-crosslinking to generate mutation or truncation near m6A site during reverse transcription [@b0170], [@b0175].

Strategy 2: chemical reaction. According to some unique characteristics of modification, certain chemical reaction can be specifically applied to modified or unmodified bases. During PCR or reverse transcription, the chemically reacted/labeled positions will cause polymerase or reverse-transcriptase (RT) stop, or introduce nucleotide transition, thus can be derived by the following sequencing. The most successful and extensive application of this strategy in modification mapping might be bisulfite sequencing (BS-seq) for 5mC [@b0180], [@b0185]. After treatment by the chemical reagent bisulfite, the cytosine residues will be converted to uracil that read as T, but leave 5mC unaffected. Another example is the PSI-seq for pseudouridine (Ψ), which uses N-Cyclohexyl-N′-(2-morpholinoethyl)carbodiimide (CMC) to selectively modify pseudouridines and generate RT stop [@b0190]. Similar to antibody enrichment strategy, chemistry-mediated pull-down can also be applied to enrich the modified DNA or RNA fragments. Take m7G-seq method for example, it first converts m7G into abasic site, then label the site with biotin to facilitate pulldown enrichment [@b0195]. The disadvantage of chemical reaction is also obvious: the chemical treatment is usually harsh and tend to destroy the chain of nucleic acid. And the specificity is sometimes a problem since the difference between modified and regular bases is not sufficient enough for the chemical reagent to distinguish and react specifically.

Strategy 3: enzyme recognition. Some naturally occurring enzymes recognize modification to function in vivo. For instance, restriction enzymes belonging to the restriction-modification system (RM system) exploit modification as the signature to distinguish native DNA and foreign invaders. Taking this advantage, methods to map 5mC and 6mA have been well established based on certain modification-sensitive restriction enzyme [@b0200], [@b0205]. Similarly, by screening the endonucleases, researchers found the MazF and ChpBK enzyme belonging to the toxin-antitoxin (TA) system, can be blocked by m6A, but cut the RNA with unmodified sequence motif [@b0210]. The m6A-REF-seq/MASTER-seq method leveraged this feature to resolve the m6A map in single-base resolution [@b0215], [@b0220]. Recently developed bisulfite-free method, EM-seq, utilizes TET and βGT to oxidize 5mC and 5hmC to 5gmC, then uses deaminase APOBEC next to deaminate unmodified C to U [@b0225]. TET and βGT enzymes are also used in TAB-seq method which maps 5hmC in single-base resolution across the genome [@b0230]. Another method for 5hmC mapping, ACE-seq, uses deaminase APOBEC to convert unmodified C and 5mC to U, leaving 5hmC intact by βGT treatment [@b0235]. After comparing converted versus unconverted sequences, the 5hmC signature can be derived by bioinformatic analysis. Comparing to chemical-based methods, enzymes usually have higher specificity and sensitivity, but depend on the searching of appropriate enzyme in nature and the innate characters of the tool protein. Directed evolution may accelerate the searching process or even creates novel enzyme with enhanced activity.

It is worth noting that the 3rd-generaton sequencing provides an alternative but promising strategy to map DNA and RNA modifications that modified bases could be directly detected while base calling. Nevertheless, due to high error rate and limited discrimination of modified bases, this method is waiting to be practicable in future research [@b0240].

These above-mentioned methods are usually joint used or integrated to supplement their respective advances and achieve more reliable results. For example, the newly developed method TAPS utilize enzyme TET to oxidize 5mC to 5caC first, then chemically reduce 5caC to dihydrouracil (DHU) with pyridine borane. The DHU will be readout as T by DNA polymerase [@b0245]. Ideally, researchers expect a method can map the modifications in single-base resolution, and quantify the stoichiometry of the modified base versus unmodified at each site. In addition, this method should detect every modification locus across the genome, but needs minimal input material, or even works on single cell. To achieve this, innovative method is still needed.

4. Tools to edit nucleotide modifications {#s0030}
=========================================

Though massive researches have been conducted to show the significance of DNA or RNA modifications by perturbing the effector proteins which elevate or suppress the global modification level, direct evidence elucidating the function of site-specific modification is still lacking. Meanwhile, safe and effective tools for modification editing are considered of great promise in clinical applications. Therefore, new tools and technologies targeting specific genomic region with the capacity to edit the modification status are urgently needed [@b0070], [@b0255], [@b0260]. Along with the advancement of CRISPR-Cas system in genetic editing, researches attempted to transform the Cas protein for epigenetic editing purpose. Shortly after the application of Cas9 in human genome editing, several groups succeeded to edit the DNA methylation by adapting Cas9 protein in various systems such as cancers and embryonic stem cells [@b0070], [@b0265]. They combined the 5mC methyltransferase DNMT3A with dCas9 (a mutated Cas9 without endonuclease activity), making it a reality to add 5mC modification to the target site directed by guide RNA [@b0265]. They proved that targeted de novo methylation of a CTCF loop anchor site by DNMT3A-dCas9 blocked CTCF binding and interfered with DNA looping, resulting in regulation of gene expression in the neighboring region. In order to enhance the editing efficiency, dCas9 was fused to repetitive peptide epitopes (SunTag), which recruited multiple copies of antibody-fused DNMT3A to amplify the local concentration of effector and methylate the target region [@b0255]. The targeted demethylation was carried out by the effector protein TET, which oxidized 5mC and then the products were recognized by the endogenous DNA-repair mechanism and substituted with regular cytosine [@b0270], [@b0275]. It is worth noting that the DNA methylation is tightly associated with other epigenetic signals, such as histone modifications and chromatin architecture, thus editing the DNA modification will ultimately remodel the transcription environment and potentially control gene expression [@b0280].

Comparing to DNA, RNA is more dynamic and structured. To efficiently adding or removing modifications to RNA, advanced tools are needed. With the continuous understanding and improvement of dCas9 system, an antisense oligonucleotide (PAMer) was supplied to assist dCas9 protein targeting RNA and edited the related modifications by the similar strategy working on DNA [@b0285], [@b0290]. By fusing the dCas9 to m6A writer proteins, Liu et al. developed a molecular tool to target specific sequence on transcript and modulate m6A modification to desired site. They showed that the directed modification on the 5′ UTR of Hsp70 mRNA promotes translation efficiency under stress conditions [@b0295]. The guide RNA directed site-specific demethylation was also realized by tethering dCas9 to the m6A eraser FTO [@b0285], [@b0300]. Meanwhile, the discovery of Cas13 family proteins intrinsically targeting RNA provided new opportunity. Tethering catalytically inactive Cas13b (dCas13b) and effector protein, Li et al. had successfully edit the m6A modification on specific genes and tune the mRNA stability through demethylation ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}) [@b0305].Fig. 3Schematic diagram of CRISPR-based DNA and RNA modification editing system. Inside the nucleus, DNA modification 5mC can be added or removed by dCas9 fused effectors DNMT3 (writer) or TET (eraser), resulting in transcription regulation. In the cytoplasm, RNA modification m6A can be deposited or removed by dCas13 fused effector proteins, leading to modification mediated post-transcriptional regulation, such as mRNA degradation or translational repression via the reader proteins.

Though the CRISPR-Cas system is currently the most widely used tool to target specific DNA or RNA sequence, other programable tools are also being developed. Cpf1 is another RNA-guided endonuclease which had been widely used in genome editing but yet to be accommodated for modification editing [@b0310]. Engineered zinc finger (ZF) and transcription activator-like effectors (TALEs) system can be linked to epigenetic effectors to exert the modification manipulation purpose as well [@b0315]. Taking advantage of endogenous RNA binding proteins, the CRISPR-Cas-inspired RNA targeting system (CIRTS) uses engineered fusion protein composed of ssRNA binding protein, RNA hairpin binding protein and effector protein to target specific RNA sequence by the assistant of a guide RNA [@b0320]. This tool is built entirely from human protein parts, and potentially avoids immune issues when applied to diseases therapies. In addition, PUF protein is another choice to target RNA, which can be modulated to bind specific nucleotides by substituting the amino acids in its particular structural repeats [@b0325].

5. Prospective and deficiency {#s0035}
=============================

As an additional layer of information beyond sequences, DNA and RNA modifications emerge to revolutionize our comprehension of gene regulation, while determining the causal relationship remain a big challenge. To interrogate the mechanism behind, mapping the exact position of each type of modifications across the genome would be the first step. With the rapid development of novel technologies, especially the high-throughput sequencing facilitated methods combined with other biological or chemical approaches, mapping the main types of modifications such as 5mC and m6A is not a barrier any more, however, given that \~150 RNA modifications and \~100 DNA modifications in total, it is still a great challenge to map them precisely in the genome-wide [@b0170], [@b0175]. As our understanding of the modifications deepens, editing tools are desired to alter the modification status of a given target, correcting the falsely modified base in disease or interfering the regular modification in basic research. In turn, the directed targeting of DNA and RNA modifications provides new tool to study the mechanism and function of regional modification on a specific gene. For example, Liu et al. demonstrated that artificially depositing m6A on the 3′ UTR of Actb mRNA resulted in fast degradation, whereas editing the 5′ UTR of the same gene did not show such effect [@b0285]. Although previous studies based on transcriptome-wide bioinformatic analysis had already proposed that the function of m6A modification was region-dependent, this work provided direct evidence for the first time supporting the hypothesis. In this review, we mainly take 5mC m6A as examples to introduce the relevant tools and technologies, since these two modifications are most well-documented in DNA and RNA. Nevertheless, the relevant methods described above can be easily adapted and applied to other modifications, as long as the effector proteins responsible to that specific modification had been characterized.

The advancement of these tools also provides brand new choices for basic and clinical researches. For example, numerous studies using epigenetic editing tools have been conducted in the complex diseases, especially cancers [@b0070]. A dCas9-TET1CD fusion protein was created to modulate the activity of tumor-suppressor genes by demethylating the target regions [@b0270]. In addition, these kinds of tools had been used to explore the mechanisms by which tumor cells hijack enhancers by dysregulating MYC, upregulate homeobox oncogenes via site-specific hypomethylation, or facilitate tumor initiation by preventing senescence entry via hit-and-run epigenetic events [@b0330]. With fast development of these manipulating technologies, the application scope has largely expanded to explore novel treatment strategy for more diverse diseases. For example, Kantoret et al. proposed a new approach to treat Parkinson's disease through dCas9-DNMT3A system, which established the hypermethylation pattern in first intron of SNCA, with the goal of repressing its expression [@b0335]. Similar studies focusing on the treatment of neurodegenerative diseases and muscular dystrophy had been reported as well [@b0340].

On the other hand, it is undeniable that these tools may inherit the innate shortcomings of CRISPR system. The greatest concern is off-target effect, which introduces unintended genetic or epigenetic changes at inappropriate locations [@b0345], [@b0350]. Substantial efforts had been undertaken to estimate and minimize the mistakes in different systems. According to recent studies, off-target effect varies in different species in which the tool applied and the subtype of CRISPR system [@b0355], [@b0360]. These studies proposed several possible ways to avoid this problem: 1. Modulate the effective concentration and delivery of sgRNA-Cas9 complexes; 2. Rational design and modify the sgRNA molecules; 3. Screen for new variants of CRISPR proteins or engineer the current version [@b0365]. Benefit from the fast development of genome editing technologies, the DNA/RNA modification editing tools based on reconstructed CRISPR-Cas systems would undoubtedly keep improving in parallel. However, the introduction of effector protein might generate extra off-targeting. In a single-base editor system, the main source of the off-target effect does not come from CRISPR system, but from the effector protein deaminase: high activity of the enzyme results in excessive modification all through the genome, failing to resolve the signals of the intended loci from background [@b0370]. Therefore, careful evaluation of the effector protein activity is highly recommended before designing an editing tool for DNA/RNA modifications. Rational adjustment or even protein evolution of the effector would be necessary in some cases.

The new technologies have armed us to better depict and understand the appearance, mechanics and functions of nucleic acids modifications. Intriguingly, the advancement of this field will very likely to make great contribution to both fundamental and translational researches in the near future.
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